AGGUSA Protocol for International Assignments for National Team and children’s teams.
For National Team Members, AGGUSA Federation assigns required international assignments
per Season. The assignments will be given at the beginning of each season. In order to be ranked
in the world, the National Team is required to participate in three world cups and world
championships.
For childrens’ teams, the AGGUSA federation will give each team a proposal for the
competitions they will attend. At the meeting before each season, the international assignments
will be determined.
Logistics for international registration and for international competitions.
1.
2.

3.

AGGUSA Federation registers all gymnasts, coaches, and members of delegations for the
approved competitions.
AGGUSA Federation makes all hotel reservations for international assignments. National
Team and childrens’ teams will reside in assigned hotels by the competition host
organizers only. Payment for the hotel reservation is due 10 weeks before travel.
AGGUSA Federation makes all the travel reservations for flights, and other
transportation once the teams arrive at the competition. Payment is due when the host
competition organizers give out all information.

In case one of the team members or a team withdraws from the competition after payments are
made, none of the payments are refundable.

Travel Protocols
1. By SafeSport, gymnasts may not reside in the same quarters as a coach for safety
purposes.
2. All gymnasts will travel together and reside together.
3. If parents are travelling with the gymnasts, they must stay in separate hotel rooms.
4. If a parent needs to speak with their child, their child must go to the parent’s room. The
parent may not enter the child’s room as they are living with other gymnasts as a safety
precaution.
5. If parents are staying in the same hotel with a gymnast, please note that the team must
eat meals together as a team in the host hotel of the competition and be in team apparel
for all meals and team events.
6. During travel: All athletes MUST have only a backpack for carry-on, the rest of the
suitcases must be checked in.
7. At airport walking rules: 1) Coach a head 2) Athletes behind coach 3) Parents behind
athletes

